We prove that, for any constant E >0, the complexity of the vertical decomposition of a set of n triangles in three-dimensional space is O(n2+e + }1), where K is the complexity of the arrangement of the triangles. For a single cell the complexity of the vertical decomposition is shown to be 0(n2+').
complexity of the arrangement of the triangles. For a single cell the complexity of the vertical decomposition is shown to be 0(n2+').
These bounds are almost tight in the worst case.
We also give a deterministic output-sensitive algorithm for computing the vertical decomposition that runs in 0(n2 log n + V log n) time, where V is the complexity of the decomposition. The algorithm is reasonably simple (in particular, it tries to perform as much of the computation in two-dimensional spaces as possible) and thus is a good candidate for efficient implementations. 1 
Int roduct ion
The study of arrangements plays a fundamental role in geometric computing. An arrangement is the partition of a Euclidean space into cells, as induced by a collection of possibly highly inter-penetrating objects. A surprising number of seemingly unrelated geometric problems Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and Its date appear, and notice is given that copying is by permission of the Association of Computing Machinery. To copy otherwise, or to republish, requires a fee and/or specific permission. A famous example is the mc)tion planning problem in robotics.
Here the underlying arrangement is the arrangement in configuration space of the constraint surfaces defined by the obstacles and the robot, Because of these numerous applications, lmuch research has been devoted to bounding the combinatorial complexity of arrangements, and of certain important subsets of arrangements such as zones and single cells. (d > 3) the best decomposition technique known so far results in 0(n2~-3~(n)) cells [8] , where ,6(n) is an extremely slowly growing functional whereas the complexity of the arrangement itself is only O(n~).
In this paper we study decompositions for arrangements of triangles in 3-dimensional space.
The simplest way to decompose such an arrangement is to compute the bottom vertex triangulation of the arrangement of the planes cent aining the triangles, The resulting decomposition has size @(n3 ), which is optimal in the worst case. In many applications, however, the actual complexity of the arrangement of triangles is much smaller.
So the challenge is to obtain a decomposition whose size is sensitive to the complexity of the arrangement of the triangles. This means that the decomposition cannot be used in randomized incremental algorithms.
It also makes it difficult to compute the decomposition efficiently.
A decomposition which does not have this problemand one which we think is more intuitive-is the following [11, 22, 23] , This decomposition is also obtained by erecting vertical walls. This time the wall for edge e simply consists of those points in H(e) that can be connected to e with a vertical segment that does not cross any of the triangles in T. See Figure 1(b) . This gives us a first decomposition VI (T). Secondly, walls are erected from the intersection edges between pairs of triangles to produce a finer decomposition V2 (2'). Observe that the wall erected from an edge is not obstructed by other walls, so the decomposition does not depend on the order in which the edges are treated.
We call this decomposition the vertical decomposition for T and denote it by V(T) = V2 (T) . Note that the cells in V2 (T) need not be convex; in fact, they need not even be sim Secondly, we present a deterministic algorithm for constructing V(T) which runs in time 0(n2 log n + V log n), where V is the complexity of V(T).
The algorithm is reasonably simple (in particular, it tries to perform as much of the computation in two-dimensional spaces as possible) and thus is a good candidate for efficient implementations.
The algorithm is also interesting as it is a three-dimensional version of a Bentley- We denote by E(T) the set of segments in 3-space which are either an edge of a triangle in T or the intersection of two triangles in T. We call the segments in E(T) edges; when we discuss edges of triangles in T we will explicitly say triangle boundary edges, and when we discuss intersections between triangles we will say intersection edges, For an edge e E E(T) we define its vertical wall to be IV(e, T). Let W(T) := {W(e, T) :
e E E(T)} be the collection of all the vertical walls. The vertical decomposition for T is the subdivision induced by the set T U W(T).
Let us first consider the complexity of a single wall IV(e, T). Recall that Ef(e) is the vertical surface containing e. By definition, the part of W(e, T) which is above e is bounded by the lower envelope of the segments which are intersections of the other triangles in T with l+(e) and which lie above e. See also Notice that the total number of edges in E(T)-and thus the total number of walls-is 0(n2). It follows that the maximum complexity
as was noted in [23] . However, it is not clear whether it is possible that all walls have El(na(n)) complexity, Indeed, below we show that this cannot lhappen when 1{ is large. When 11 = O(na(n)), however, most walls can have large complexity. Proofi Let S' be a set of in/2J line segments in the yz-plane whose upper envelope has complexity @(na(n)) [28] , and such that S' lies completely below the plane z = O. Now extend each Se@eIlt in the xdirection to obtain a set T' of infinitely long strips, that
: cm] x s : s c S'}.
(The construction can easily be modified to use bounded triangles instead of infinitely long strips. ) The upper envelope of 2" consists of El(na(n)) lines that are parallel to the z-axis. In the same way we can construct a set T" of~n/2] strips whose lower envelope consists of @(na(n)) lines that are parallel to the y-axis, and that lie completely above the plane z = O. For the set T = T' U T" we have
and lV(T)\ = @(n2a2(n)). u
Next, we will establish an upper bound on the complexity of the vertical decompositions of sets of triangles in 3-space. We already know that the total complexity of the walls erected for the triangle boundary edges is 0(n2a(n)) so now consider a wall erected from an intersection edge e, Let S(e) be the set of segments which are the intersections of the other triangles with the vertical surface H(e).
As remarked before, the part of W(e, T) above e is bounded by the lower envelope of (the parts of) the segments in S(e) lying above e, and the part of W(e, T) below e is bounded by the upper envelope of (the parts of) the segments in S(e) lying below e. The complexity of W(e, T) is therefore linear in the number of points of the following types:'
1. endpoints of a segment 1 c S(e) which are contained in e So there is a visibility between e and e', which implies that e defines a feature of IV(e', 2'), Recall that the sum of the complexities of the walls erected from triangle boundary edges is 0(n2~(n)), Hence, the total number of type 2 features is also 0(n2~(n)).
In the remainder of this section we bound the total number of type 3 features.
The bipartite case
We first study the following "bipartite" version of the problem.
Let h be a fixed non-vertical plane, let T1 be a set of n triangles lying completely below h, and let T2 be a set of n triangles lying completely above h. We want to bound the number of pairs el E E(!l'1 ), ez c lJ(T2) that can see each other. Let b(T1, T2) denote this number, and let b(n) be the maximum value of b(Tl, 2'2) over all sets T1 and T2 of n triangles each, as defined above.
Our example which proves Theorem 3.1 also shows that b(n) = 0(n2cz2 (n)). We now establish upper bounds for b(n). Recall that we only need to consider risibilities between intersection edges, as the remaining number of risibilities is 0(n2~(n)).
We say that a planar curve y is convex if and only if 7 is contained in the boundary of its convex hull. In other words, any line intersects y at most twice. The following simple lemma is crucial in our upper bound proof. 
Proofi
Recall that H(v) is the vertical surface containing y. Define t"= tn H(v) and T: = {t* : t E Tl}.
The curve y sees a segment e E E(T1 ) if and only if en I I(-y)is a vertex of the upper envelope of T;. The intersection tintjof two triangles intersects H(7) at most twice. Hence, the upper envelope of the set {t(127(-Y) : t E TI } has complexity A4(n) = 0(n2a(n)) [1] . A similar argument holds for E(T2).
•1 The size of a cutting is the number of simplices it consists of. We say that a cutting 2 C-refines a cutting E if every simplex of E' is completely contained in a single simplex of E and every simplex of E contains at most C' simplices of E'. Now let C, p be constants and r a parameter with 1< r < n. A sequence E =~0 ,~1, ..., :k of cuttings is called an efi-
IRd, every 5 (1 < i < k) is a (l/pi) -cutting of size O(pid) which C-refines Ei-l, and pk-l < r < pk. Notice that the last condition implies that k = @(log r).
We call the simplex in Ei-l that contains a certain simplex s~Ei the parent ofs, denoted by parent(s). In the remainder we only work with "clipped" triangles, that is, for each triangle t E T(s) we only consider the part that projects onto S.
Consider a visibility between intersection edges elẼ (T1) and e2 E 17(T2). Let t(el) and t'(cl) be the two triangles that define el, that is, el = t (el ) nt'(el ). Similarly, let ez = t(e2) n t'(ez). We denote the projection of ei onto h by~. The basic observation behind our proof is the fact that there must be a simplexs in some cutting n such that zin~E s, t(el), t'(cl), t(ez), t'(ez) G T(s), -2 and at least one of these triangles is in T=(s).
This implies that we only have to count for each simplex s c E the number of risibilities where at least one of the involved triangles is in T=(s).
( is 0(n~24nS)).
To obtain the total number of risibilities we have to sum over all simplicess in the hierarchical cutting. Each triangle t c T(s) has an edge intersecting parent(s).
Hence, for a simplex s E Ei we haven.
< n/pi-l. Thus the total number of risibilities can be bounded as fol-
The general case
Before we can prove a bound on the complexity of vertical decompositions which is sensitive to the complexity of the arrangement, we need to prove the following worst-case bound. Notice that n~< cln log r/r and~$e~m~< m, and that there are 4czr2@(r) facets of simplices in S. We can now use induction to prove that there is a constant c such that f(n, m) < n2+' + crm: (n, m) < < 4c2r2a(r)c3n22a(") log n +~~(n~, m.) 8EZ < 4c2r2a(r)c3n22a(n) log n +~[n~+c + crm,] .$62 < 4c.2r2a(r)c3n22 a(n) log n +~(*~)2+s + crm ,., tn} be a collection of triangles as defined in Section 2, To simplify the description of our algorithm, we will assume that the entire collection T of triangles is contained inside a bounding simplex, whose faces are special triangles in T. They are special in the sense that they violate the general position assumption. Also, unlike all the other triangles in T, we will be interested in only one side of each of these four triangles (the side that faces the interior of the simplex).
As mentioned in the introduction, we will consider a decomposition carried out in three steps: first we extend a vertical wall from every boundary edge of any triangle in T, thus we obtain VI (T); in addition, we extend a vertical wall from every intersection edge of two triangles in T, and we get Vz (T); and finally we refine the subcells of V2 (T) into constant size subcells, to produce
V3(T).
The data structure that we obtain after carrying out the entire algorithm provides a comprehensive and convenient representation of the arrangement: each subcell in this representation has "constant description complexit y" -it is bounded by up to six planar walls, which are quadrilaterals-it is homomorphic to a ball, and the structure provides connectivity information between adjacent cells across vertical walls (we discuss the connectivity issue in detail in the full version of the paper). A significant advantage of the one-step decomposition VI (T) is that in return for a relatively low overhead it already captures the 3D structure of the arrangement and it makes the next steps of the algorithm fairly simple.
For the most part, our algorithm solves twodimensional subproblems and it mainly uses structures describing two-dimensional arrangements of segments. We will represent two-dimensional subdivisions using the quad-edge structure [16] , and augment it with additional three-dimensional data as necessary.
Computing the decomposition VI (2")
As before, we denote the complexity of the arrangement For each triangle boundary edge e we split the portion between e and the upper boundary of W(e, T) by exhibiting extra vertical edges emanating from each breakpoint of the upper boundary until they hit e (some of these edges are degenerate, since the corresponding breakpoint lies on e). We repeat the analogous procedure for the lower boundary, and represent the collection of vertices, edges and faces on W(e, T) by a quadedge structure.
The structure size is proportional to the complexity of W(e, T); it can be computed in time that is proportional to its size.
Next, we define a pair of two-dimensional arrangements of segments for each triangle ti. We consider each triangle to be two-sided, and let t; denote the side of tifacing downward and t? be the side of tifacing upward.
We will use the notation t? to refer to either side of ti. Again, we represent each two-dimensional arrangement by a quad-edge structure.
It is easy to verify that after the first step of the decomposition, the entire three-dimensional arrangement is connected, that is, there are no "floating" parts. In particular, the two-dimensional boundary of each threedimensional cell is connected. The shape of each 3D cell may still be rather convoluted; it need not even be zymonotone.
Therefore, instead of handling each 3D cell at a time we carry out a space sweep over the entire decomposition VI (T).
(A similar approach has recently been used to obtain a decomposition of certain arrangements related to a motion planning problem [17] ; see also [14, 25] for dynamic maintenance of a monotone subdivision in a space-sweep.)
Let Pvl denote the plane y = yl. Let Au, = A(PV, n VI(T)) be the two-dimensional arrangement of segments induced on the plane Pvl by intersecting it with5 VI (T).
We use & to denote this arrangement for an arbitrary y-value. We will be using the following property of the one-step decomposition (whose simple proof is omitted here). Transforming VI (7') into VZ(Z')
We now proceed to describe the second step of the algorithm, The major difficulty in transforming V1 (2') into V2 (2') is to efficiently detect the vertical risibilities of pairs of intersection edges, one on the ceiling of a cell 4 from thiS point on, when discussing two-dimensional arrangements, we will distinguish between a segment and an edge. A segment is a maximal portion of a line that appears in the arrangement, possibly intersected by other segments. An edge is a maximal portion of a segment not intersected by any other segment.
5 With a slight abuse of notation, we use VI (T) to denote the subdivision of 3-space after the one-step decomposition, and also to denote the collection of triangles and walls that induce this subdivision. Since our goal is to detect vertical risibilities between two (intersection) edges in V1 (2'), we wish to detect when there is a vertical segment connecting two intersection edges that does not intersect any triangle in T.
Consider the sweep plane Py when it contains such a vertical segment connecting intersection edges el and ez. Then the intersection of el and e2 with PV must define two vertices of AV which are on the boundary of the same face and lie on a common vertical line. Thus we define a new type of event in our space sweep, called a vertical event, which occurs when two vertices of the same face become aligned along a vertical line.
We maintain all the events in a priority queue L!, ordered by increasing y-coordinate.
The operations we will perform on Q are insert an event, delete an event, and fetch the next event, that is, fetch the event with minimum g-value (we delete each event after it has been handled).
We also need to perform membership check of an event in the queue, to avoid inserting the same event several times. Such a queue can be implemented so that the time for each operation is O(log m), where m is the maximum number of events held simultaneously in the queue [24] Once we handle a vertical visibility event it is easy to determine whether it is actual or false by checking whether the lower and upper chains involved in this event belong to the same face. The event is actual if and only if both chains belong to the same face. This could be done, for example, by maintaining cross pointers between the roots of the trees describing the chains.
We charge each false event q' to the actual event q
that has "spawned" it. Every vertical visibility event is added to the queue Q only at actual events (a false event does not create new events). Since no event creates more than a constant number of additional events, no actual event will be charged more than a constant number of times for false events. Remark It is, in fact, possible to compute vertical decompositions with a somewhat lower overhead term than the algorithm above achieves, using rather involved multi-level data structures. The alternative approach is described in the full version of the paper.
5
Concluding Remarks
We have proved bounds on the maximum combinatorial complexity of the vertical decomposition of sets of triangles in 3-space that are sensitive to the complexity of the arrangement of triangles.
We have also given a simple deterministic output-sensitive algorithm fc)r computing the vertical decomposition.
While there are various technical detaLik that still need to be verified, we believe that our algorithm will work with roughly the same time bound for the case of low-degree algebraic surface patches in 3-space. We are currently studying the full details of this extension. The generalization of the combinatorial result seems more difficult and currently we do not see how to adapt our proof to this case, Another open problem is to tighten the small gap that remains between the upper and lower bounds for vertical decompositions.
We believe that the ng -factor in the upper bound is only an artifact of our proof technique and that the lower bound is closer to the truth than the upper bound.
